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General Recommendations

Keep URLs the same if possible

Prepare comprehensive URL maps if URLs will change

Hide your staging site from search bots by using password protection

Deploy big changes in phases (site navigation, URL structure, content 
changes, etc.)

Move large estores by moving smaller sections of it at a time

Move during the lowest traffic times



Important Gotchas

Keep the same title tags and meta descriptions

Compile all site URLs from XML sitemaps, traffic logs, links to pages, and 
Google Analytics

Preserve redundant parameters in redirection map rules

Avoid massive consolidation of product categories

Delay launching advanced features (infinite scrolling pagination, product 
grids rendered with Javascript, etc.)



Toolset
Purpose Tool name URL Price

Get URLs with SEO 
traffic, and monitor 
migration

Google Analytics https://www.google.
com/analytics/

Free

Monitor Googlebot 
crawling, indexing 
and ranking of live 
site

Google Search 
Console

https://www.google.
com/webmasters/to
ols/home?hl=en

Free

Crawl staging and 
live sites to get a 
linked list of URLs

Screaming Frog https://www.screami
ngfrog.co.uk/seo-
spider/

149 Euro per year

Crawl staging and 
live sites to get a 
linked list of URLs

Search Advisor https://www.ranksen
se.com/advisor

Free



Toolset
Purpose Tool name URL Price

Check DNS change 
propagation

DNS Checker https://dnschecker.o
rg

Free

Monitor web server 
logs

Screaming Frog Log 
Analyzer

https://www.screami
ngfrog.co.uk/log-file-
analyser/

99 Euro per year



Partial migration

Open new site and completely block it via robots.txt

Migrate sections at a time following this:

Update canonical tags on old site to point to new one

Allow the URLs opened in the robots.txt of the new site

Monitor crawling, indexing, ranking and compare traffic changes between old 
and new URLs



Site move and rollback preparation

Lower DNS TTL to the minimum possible

If you need to display a maintenance page, you need to redirect all pages to it, 
and return a 503 “Service Unavailable” status code

Monitor DNS propagation

Prepare to rollback DNS change if there are problems



Monitoring

In Google Search Console, monitor:

Crawl -> Crawl Errors : Not found

Crawl -> Crawl Stats

Crawl -> Sitemaps

Crawl -> URL parameters

Index -> Index Status

Search Traffic -> Search Analytics



About Hamlet Batista

Hamlet Batista, SEO 
Hacker

Hamlet Batista is C.E.O. and founder of RankSense Inc., an SEO revenue reclamation 
platform for retailers. He is the inventor and U.S. patent holder of "SEO Suite" and its 

components. He is also technical review editor of The Art of SEO, and Search 
Marketing Inc, both leading SEO instructional books.

He was previously owner of Hamlet Batista Group LLC, a marketing consultancy.

Hamlet co-invented Altruik’s Page Priority®, an enterprise-level SEO software that 
pioneered automated resolution of site architecture issues. Using the software, clients 

experienced, on average, a double-digit increase in sales from organic search — a 
patent was filed for this invention.
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